Job Description:
Responsibilities:



Development and maintenance of various components of Quark Products.
Augmenting the automated unit testing and integration testing suites for these
components.

Skill & Knowledge/Qualifications Required:




B.Tech/BE Computer Science, E&C, IT or MCA.
Should be fluent in C++/or Java and Object Oriented Programming.
Good Communication Skills.

Company Profile:
Quark Software Inc. was founded in Denver, Colorado, USA in 1981 with the mission to
reinvent how content creators and creative professionals bring their visions to life. Over the
past 35 years our solutions have made an indelible mark on the processes for creating highfidelity, engaging and omni-channel content. Today, with the leading content automation
platform, Quark infuses automation into every stage of the creation, management, publishing
and delivery of today’s most important content.
Quark offers the only end-to-end content automation platform that enables the creation,
management, publishing and delivery of content across print, Web and digital channels.
Whether creating regulatory documentation, policies and procedures, investment research
reports or interactive marketing communications, the world’s most recognized brands are
modernizing their content strategies and processes with Quark solutions.
Quark’s vision is to leverage automation to transform the entire lifecycle of business-critical
content to make the world’s most innovative organizations more efficient, more effective, and
more competitive. Leaders in industries such as finance, manufacturing, energy, and
government are using Quark products to reduce costs, save time, improve consistency and
make their content shine.
Some notable and successful customers are: HSBC, IBM, Franklin Templeton Investments,
Standard & Poor’s, UNICEF, Emirates Airlines, UNICEF, US department of Energy, Janssen,
National Bank of Canada, METRO, LIBERUM and many others!
Quark offers a wide range of products from customizable solutions for large organizations in
government, finance and manufacturing through brand management and design software for
agencies, marketing departments and designers.

In addition to the corporate headquarters in Denver, USA, Quark has offices around the world,
in London, Dublin, St Petersburg, FL and Hamburg. This opening is for the India Development
Center, based in Chandigarh/Mohali
Links
http://www.quark.com
http://www.quark.com/en/Products/
http://www.quark.com/en/Contact_Quark/

Quark offers a creative and informal culture with all the exciting challenges and rewards of
working for a dynamic, international company. We pride ourselves on our high performing
teams, visionary leadership, and collaborative environment.

